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Main goals of Task Team

Developing guidance for the development of Statistical Business Registers (SBR) to become more inclusive and exhaustive in a rapidly changing economy and to be better tailored to statistical production.

Intense collaboration with Task Team on Capacity Building
Done so far

- Strategic view on statistical business registers
- Statistical Business Registers Maturity Model
  - Global consultation
- Country presentations
- Guidance / discussion on development global group register
- Discussions on global unique identifier
What’s next regarding SBRMM?

Continue collaboration with TT on Capacity Building

• Processing comments from global consultation
• Further development of toolkit
• Global assessment
  • Tune in with Wiesbaden Group
    • Confidentiality
• Define areas of technical assistance
What else?

1. Finalizing Manual on the Maturity Model and toolkit
2. Conducting global assessment on maturity model
3. Contribute to work on joint UNSD-OECD global register
4. Guidance on protecting confidentiality when sharing MNE data
5. Contribute to global initiative on unique identifiers for businesses
6. Integration of the SBR and the trade register
7. Use of statistical units or institutional units
8. Guidance on incorporating geospatial information in the SBR
9. Explore using Big Data for SBR
10. Micro-data linking and SBR
Areas of work:

**Topic 1** – Finalizing Manual on the Maturity Model and toolkit
**Topic 2** – Conducting global assessment on maturity model
**Topic 3** – Contribute to work on joint UNSD-OECD global register
**Topic 6** – Integration of the SBR and the trade register
**Topic 5** – Contribute to global initiative on unique identifiers for businesses

**Topic 7** – Use of statistical units or institutional units
**Topic 10** – Micro-data linking and SBR
**Topic 4** – Guidance on protecting confidentiality when sharing MNE data
**Topic 8** – Guidance on incorporating geospatial information in the SBR
**Topic 9** – Explore using Big Data for SBR
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Session 4: Exhaustive Business Registers

• Joint SIAP-ADB-UNSD E-Course on SBRs
  *by Pinar Ucar – SIAP*

• Developments in the Statistical Business Register of the UK
  *by Andrew Allen - ONS UK*

• Open discussion
Session 5: Focus on the developments of global registers

• The development of a joint global register building on ADIMA-GGR
  
  *by Nancy Snyder - UNSD*

• Developments on EGR
  
  *by Petra Sneijers - Eurostat*
Facts that matter